Geneviéve Pasquier
LIVE TWO

geneviéve pasquier. live two. tape. raubbau raub-056
side a. running time 31:25
01. sad theremin
02. drip 'n' glisten
03. tu es le star
04. 8 p.m. daily news
05. existance
06. i am not yours
07. i love you

side b. running time 32:51
08. synthetic heaven
09. catwalk
10. i love you
11. l'apparence c'est tout
12. soap bubble factory
13. remember
14. elements

01-06: 18.march.2006 live at e-werk, erlangen. 07: 24.may.2010 live at moritzbastei, leipzig. 08-14: 27.march.2004 live at cult,
nürnberg. limited edition of 100 copies. this tape includes an mp3-download-code. release date: 18.04.2018.
after one comes two, but since this is raubbau, it’s with a twist – going back in time instead of forward. covering 14 live tracks (seven
from 2004, six from 2006 and one from 2010), this record was made with love and glitter, albeit displaying the more minimal electro
and post industrial roots of geneviéve pasquier.
with the majority of tracks being culled from the 2006 ant-zen debut 'soap bubble factory', this is a document of transition, the
becoming of a diva, with geneviéve’s unmistakable croon not yet in full bloom and the vocals sometimes still working more as a
support of the melodic and rhythmic elements rather than leading the tune.
this evolution is obvious in the two included versions of ‘i love you’: the rough & rhythmic noise banger from 2004 turns into resonating
adult pop in 2010. and it is within these extremes that live two works: analogue electro earworms like ‘soap bubble factory’ alternate
with experimental tunes like “drip’n’glisten’, industrial funk like “existance” comes after a very confident vocal performance like ‘8pm
daily news’ - anticipating the geneviéve pasquier sound that would later unfold.
much expected after live one, and even more so after the recent success of the ‘louche effect’ album, this look back at what once was
is much appreciated, especially with this exceptional, time-defying artist and remarkable stage character!
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